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Experimental evidence of exciton capture by mid-gap defects in
CVD grown monolayer MoSe2
Ke Chen1, Rudresh Ghosh2,3, Xianghai Meng1, Anupam Roy2,3, Joon-Seok Kim 2,3, Feng He1,4, Sarah C. Mason1, Xiaochuan Xu5,
Jung-Fu Lin4,6,7, Deji Akinwande2,3, Sanjay K. Banerjee2,3 and Yaguo Wang1,4

In two dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides, defect-related processes can significantly affect carrier dynamics and
transport properties. Using femtosecond degenerate pump-probe spectroscopy, exciton capture, and release by mid-gap defects
have been observed in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown monolayer MoSe2. The observed defect state filling shows a clear
saturation at high exciton densities, from which the defect density is estimated to be around 0.5 × 1012/cm2. The exciton capture
time extracted from experimental data is around ~ 1 ps, while the average fast and slow release times are 52 and 700 ps,
respectively. The process of defect trapping excitons is found to exist uniquely in CVD grown samples, regardless of substrate and
sample thickness. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements on CVD and exfoliated samples suggest that the oxygen-
associated impurities could be responsible for the exciton trapping. Our results bring new insights to understand the role of defects
in capturing and releasing excitons in 2D materials, and demonstrate an approach to estimate the defect density nondestructively,
both of which will facilitate the design and application of optoelectronics devices based on CVD grown 2D transition metal
dichalcogenides.
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INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have
gained extensive research interests in recent years due to their
extraordinary properties, such as direct band gap in monolayers,1

strong spin-valley coupling,2 and stable excitons or trions at room
temperature.3 These unique properties endow TMDs with many
potential applications in electronics and photonics.4 For example,
the non-zero band gap provides a much higher on/off ratio in
TMD-based field effect transistors than graphene-based ones.5

The direct band gap in monolayer TMDs makes them excellent
candidates for light-emitting diodes,6 photodetectors,7 and
lasers.8 The spin-valley coupling opens the possibility of realizing
valleytronics, where the hole spin as a quantum information
carrier can be manipulated through the interplay between spin
and valley in spin quantum gates.9

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown monolayer TMDs are
known to have many defects caused by thermal strain and local
variations in the precursor concentration during the growth
process.10 Defects can severely jeopardize the performance of
TMD-based devices. For example, extremely low quantum
efficiency (<0.6%) has been observed in static measurement of
photoluminescence (PL) for prototypical MoS2 due to non-
radiative defect-associated recombination.11There are a number
of defect types in TMDs, such as chalcogen atom vacancies,
impurities, interstitials, antisite defects, and dislocations.10 Some of
the defects can induce mid-gap states, for example, the antisite
defect,12 chalcogen atom vacancy13, 14 and nitrogen/oxygen
impurities.15 The mid-gap defects are believed to serve as either

effective recombination centers or effective carrier traps, depend-
ing on whether the defects possess a small or large difference in
capture rates of electrons and holes, respectively.16

Fundamental understanding of the role of defects in exciton/
carrier dynamics in TMDs is essential to realize high-performance
of TMD-based electronics. Recently, a number of ultrafast
experiments 17–23 and a theoretical study24 have been done to
investigate the exciton/carrier dynamics in two-dimensional TMDs,
suggesting significant influences of defects on the exciton/carrier
recombination dynamics. In these previous experiments,17–24

exciton/carrier dynamics were detected by resonant probe or
terahertz probe, and the interactions between exciton/carrier and
defects were indirectly inferred from exciton/carrier population
decay. One general observation of the previous studies is that the
relaxation of photoexcited carriers/excitons shows a fast, few
picoseconds decay followed by a slow several tens of picoseconds
component. The fast decay can be due to Auger recombination
through some mid-gap defects in exfoliated TMDs, which act as
effective recombination centers capturing most of the excited
electrons and holes simultaneously within 1–2 ps.17 Defect
trapping excitons/carriers is another possible reason for the fast
decay.22, 23 However, very little was known about the role of mid-
gap defects serving as carrier traps in 2D TMDs. Even though
defect trapping carriers has been found as the origin of the
hysteresis phenomena in electrical IDS–VG measurement of TMD
field effect transistors,25 still, not any spectroscopic signal has
been assigned as a direct defect trapping signature in time-
resolved transient optical measurements.
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Here, we used degenerate pump-probe spectroscopy to study
defect-related exciton dynamics in CVD grown monolayer MoSe2.
By tuning the wavelengths resonant with the A exciton, we
observed an unexpected rapid sign change followed by a slow
decay in the transient reflection signal, which can be viewed as
ultrafast optical signature of defect capturing and trapping
excitons. The defect trapping feature is further demonstrated by
the phenomenon of the saturation of defect state filling. Based on
the large difference between the fast capture time and the slow
release time we obtained, it is found that some mid-gap defect in
CVD grown TMDs can serve as an effective carrier trap rather than
a recombination center as previously discovered in exfoliated
TMDs.

RESULTS
Time resolved differential reflectivity signals of our CVD grown
monolayer MoSe2 sample synthesized on a SiO2(285 nm)/Si
substrate and the bare SiO2(285 nm)/Si substrate at pump fluence
of 20 μJ/cm2 are shown in Fig. 1a. The differential reflectivity is
defined as the relative change of reflection (ΔR) with respect to
static reflectivity (R0): ΔR/R0 = (R−R0)/R0. The signal from the SiO2/Si
substrate has a substantial contribution to the overall optical
response in the MoSe2/SiO2/Si sample. To analyze the ultrafast
dynamics purely from the monolayer MoSe2, contributions from
the substrate must be eliminated first. With the transfer-matrix
method,26 it is found that for a small perturbation of refractive
index, the total reflection change of the MoSe2/SiO2/Si system is
just a linear superposition of the contributions from MoSe2 and Si,
i.e., ΔRtotal¼ ΔRMoSe2 þ ΔRSi (See supplementary information for
details). The contribution from SiO2 is not considered because SiO2

is non-absorptive at 800 nm. Therefore, the pure optical response

of MoSe2 can be obtained by subtracting the optical response of
Si (blue triangles in Fig. 1a) from the total response of MoSe2/SiO2/
Si (red dots in Fig. 1a), shown as black squares in Fig. 1a.
The differential reflectivity signals purely from MoSe2

(ΔRMoSe2=R0) at various pump fluences are shown in Fig. 1b. All
signals show first a negative sharp peak and then a positive peak,
followed by a slow decay. Reflectivity change of the probe can
come from either the real part (n) or the imaginary part (κ) of the
refractive index: ~n ¼ n� iκ(Note that positive κ stands for
absorption). When the probe photon energy is resonant with or
smaller than the exciton state, the pump-induced absorption
change of the probe (change in the imaginary part) dominates the
optical response.17, 18, 27 Using the reflectivity formula for the
TMDs/SiO2/Si structure (see Eq. (1) in supplementary information),
the change of reflectivity ΔRMoSe2=R0 due to small perturbations of
the imaginary part of refractive index Δκ=κð ÞMoSe2

has been
calculated (Inset of Fig. 1c). It can be seen that ΔRMoSe2=R0 is
almost linearly proportional to Δκ=κð ÞMoSe2 . Hence, the initial
decrease and then increase of the reflectivity change observed in
Fig. 1b corresponds to first a decrease and then an increase of the
absorption for the probe, respectively. The sharp negative peaks
shown in Fig. 1b are not artifacts from pump-probe correlation,
which has been minimized by setting the polarizations of the
pump and probe beams perpendicular to each other. Moreover,
the full width at half maximum of the negative peaks is about
several picoseconds, much longer than the laser pulse width.
Considering that our laser wavelength (800 nm) is resonant with A
exciton energy state (see the PL data in Fig. 1d), the sharp
negative peaks can be related to phase-space filling effect at the A
exciton state of MoSe2, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The phase-space
filling effect comes from Pauli repulsion where an electron (hole)
in existing exciton occupies the available phase space and

Fig. 1 a Differential reflection signals, ΔR/R0, measured at pump fluence of 30 μJ/cm2, for both SiO2/Si and MoSe2/SiO2/Si structures. The black
squares represent the extracted signal of pure MoSe2. Inset: sample structure and pump-probe detection geometry. b The extracted signals of
pure monolayer MoSe2 at various pump fluences. c Absolute values of the negative peak of signals in Fig. 1b and the fitting with the saturable
absorption model (Eq. 1). Inset: Simulation of ΔRMoSe2=R0 vs. Δκ=κ0ð ÞMoSe2 , using the transfer matrix method. d Photoluminescence signal of
CVD monolayer MoSe2 under 532 nm excitation measured at room-temperature in air
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suppresses the transition from optical absorption that forms the
same exciton.28 Therefore, the pump-generated A excitons can
decrease the absorption of the probe light which is resonant with
the A exciton state. Assuming one absorbed pump photon
generates one exciton, the density of the pump-generated
excitons (N) can be determined by the product of pump fluence
and the absorbance of the MoSe2 layer A0 (1.74%, calculated with
transfer matrix method, see supplementary for details). Due to the
existence of pump-generated excitons, i.e., the phase-space filling
effect, the absorption of the probe is governed by the saturable
absorption model, according to which the nonlinear optical
absorption coefficient α can be expressed as29: α = α0/(1 + N/Ns),
where α0 is the linear absorption coefficient and Ns is the
saturation exciton density. Because the differential reflection of
the probe is proportional to the change of the imaginary part of
refractive index Δκ (the change of the absorption coefficient Δα,
see inset of Fig. 1c), the amplitude of the negative peak can be
expressed as:

ΔR
R0

¼ C
Δα

α0
¼ C

N
N þ Ns

(1)

where C is a scaling constant. Plotted in Fig. 1c are absolute values
of the negative peaks as a function of the free initial exciton
density N generated by pump. Fitting of the data with Eq. (1)
yields a saturation exciton density Ns ~ 6.9 × 1012/cm2, which
agrees well with the value (5.8 ± 0.5) × 1012/cm2 reported in Ref.
30 This agreement confirms that the negative peak comes from
the phase-space filling effect at the A exciton state.

DISCUSSION
The remarkable observation is that the negative peak decays
quickly and then even flips to positive. Such sign change has not
been seen in exfoliated TMDs when the probe wavelength was
also set resonant with the exciton state of 2D TMDs.20, 30, 31 The
rapid change of ΔRMoSe2=R0 signal from negative to positive
indicates that the initially generated free excitons, which can
decrease the absorption, quickly vanish, and then an absorption
increase occurs. In traditional semiconductors and 2D material
graphene, mechanisms such as bandgap renormalization (BGR)32,
33 and free carrier absorption (FCA)17 can be responsible for the
pump-induced absorption increase. However, both BGR and FCA
can be ruled out in our experiment for several reasons: BGR should
cause a red-shift of the absorption spectrum of the probe. This

shift should lead to a reduced absorption rather than an increased
absorption because the probe wavelength is set to resonant with
the A exciton absorption peak. Even if BGR plays a role at short
time delay through many-body interactions among electrons and
holes generated by the pump, it should vanish quickly at low
density (<3 × 1011/cm2).34 As the electron/hole densities decrease
with time, exciton phase-space filling effect should re-dominate
and the signal ΔRMoSe2=R0 should quickly drop back to negative
values, which is not seen in the whole range of time delay. The
probability of FCA is expected to be much lower than that of the
phase-space filling effect, because the FCA needs assistance from
phonons to satisfy momentum conservation, while the phase-
space filling effect in our monolayer sample involves direct
bandgap transition which does not require phonons. Dark exciton
is an important consideration in understanding the exciton
dynamics in monolayer TMDs.35 However, the formation of dark
exciton can only influence the population (magnitude) of the
detectable bright exciton, but cannot flip the sign of the transient
signal. Spectral broadening effect due to the exciton-exciton
interaction is another possible reason that can lead to absorption
increase and sign change in transient signal.19, 36 Spectral
broadening leading to absorption increase could appear with
off-resonant probe, especially when the probe energy lies
between A and B excitons or at the edges of absorption peak.
However, at resonant probe position, spectral broadening instead
leads to absorption decrease. As a result, spectral broadening
should not be responsible for an increased absorption here when
laser wavelength is set resonant with A exciton. Furthermore, the
feature of a negative-to-positive sign change holds over a wide
range (790–820 nm) around the A exciton resonance (803 nm,
1.55 eV) (Fig. S3 in supplementary information), which confirms
that the transient ΔRMoSe2=R0 signal reflects the formation and fast
vanish of A exciton, and is not a result of spectral broadening.
Another mechanism that can induce absorption increase is the

absorption of the probe by the defect-captured electrons/holes, as
shown in Fig. 2b (Note that only electron capture is shown for
simplicity). In this mechanism, some defects, especially the mid-
gap defects, can serve as electron/hole traps which quickly
capture the electrons/holes generated by the pump laser. Once
the mid-gap defect states are occupied by carriers, an additional
absorption path becomes available. A probe photon can excite
electron/hole from defect states to the conduction (electron)/
valence (hole) band, and hence, the absorption of the probe
increases. This mechanism can be very efficient in materials with a

Fig. 2 Schematic of the dynamics of mid-gap defects capturing and releasing photoexcited electrons in MoSe2. a Initial free exciton
generation by the resonant pump laser pulse. b The excited electrons being captured by the mid-gap defects, after which the transitions from
defect states to high energy states in the conduction band become available and increase the absorption of the probe. c The trapped
electrons being released by the mid-gap defects and back to the valence band
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considerable amount of defects. In low-temperature grown (LTG)
traditional semiconductors, where abundant mid-gap point
defects are created intentionally, such as LTG-GaAs,37, 38 LTG-
InP,39 and LTG-InGaP,40 a sign change in the differential
transmission or reflection signals is well considered as a signature
of transition from initial absorption bleaching to defect-capturing-
induced absorption. CVD grown monolayer TMDs are known to
contain many mid-gap defects,10 such as chalcogen atom
vacancy,13, 14 antisite defect MoS and MoS2,

12 and nitrogen/
oxygen impurities.15 The existence of the mid-gap defects in our
CVD MoSe2 sample is manifested by a broad peak around 1000
nm (1.25 eV) in the PL data, which is measured under ambient
condition (Fig. 1d). Similar PL peaks (XB peaks) have also been
observed for mid-gap defects in ion beam-irradiated exfoliated
TMDs 15, 41, 42 and as grown CVD MoS2,

43 which are associated
with chalcogen atom vacancies (or impurity atoms occupying the
vacancies) induced by the ion beam or during the growth process
due to high volatility of chalcogenides, with energy level 0.1–0.3
eV above the valence band maximum or below the conduction
band minimum. The defect peak shown in our PL data not only
indicates a rich source of mid-gap defects in the CVD grown
MoSe2 sample, but also confirms the ability of the mid-gap defect
to rapidly capture the photoexcited excitons and assist their
radiative recombination process. Therefore, it is very reasonable to
attribute the rapid transition from negative peak to positive peak
(probe absorption increase) in ΔRMoSe2=R0 signal to the process of
defect states capturing excitons. When an electron or hole is
trapped, the whole exciton is actually trapped to form a defect-
bound exciton (XB).

15, 44 The slow decay after positive peak is
associated with defect release of the trapped electrons/holes to
the valence/conduction band, equivalently, the recombination of
defect-bound excitons, as shown in Fig. 2c.
The capture of excitons by defects (from negative peak to

positive peak) can be described with a simple exponential decay:

ΔR tð Þ ¼ ΔRpos þ ΔRneg � ΔRpos
� �

exp �t=τcð Þ (2)

where ΔRpos, ΔRneg, and τc are the positive peak value, the negative
peak value, and the capture time, respectively. Fig. 3a plots the fitting
with Eq. (2) at a free exciton density of 4.2 × 1012/cm2 (60 μJ/cm2).
Fig. 3b plots the positive peak values ΔRpos and the fitted τc as a
function of initial free exciton density. Interestingly, the positive
peak values firstly increase with exciton density and then decrease
after a threshold value of the exciton density. This phenomenon is
an exact demonstration of the saturation of defect states filling,
further confirming the defect trapping feature of the observed
exciton dynamics. Before the saturation of defect states, increas-
ing exciton density will result in an increase of the filled defect
states, hence the increase of positive peaks. Once defect states are
saturated, or in other words, after all the defect states are
occupied, further increase of excitation density will cause an

increased population of excess excitons and enhanced exciton
phase-filling effect, which contributes negatively to the ΔRMoSe2=R0
signal. Therefore, positive peak values decrease after the
saturation of defect states. In previous static PL studies, the
saturation of defect state filling has also been indicated by the
nonlinear saturable dependence of defect PL (XB) intensity on the
excitation fluence.42, 44 Note that the surviving excess exciton
density is not just the injected exciton density minus the trapping
defect density, because besides the trap-like defects, there are
also fast-recombination-center-like defects. With these recombi-
nation centers, exciton recombination can occur within picose-
conds timescale through the defect-assisted Auger process.17

Therefore, defect-assisted exciton trapping and fast recombination
actually take place simultaneously, which means most of the
excess excitons have already recombined after the trap-like
defects saturate, leaving only a few surviving excess excitons. In
Fig. 3b, ΔRpos starts to decrease at exciton density of 1.04 × 1012/
cm2, indicating that the trap defect density starts to saturate. Since
the defect-assisted fast recombination time (1–2 ps)17 is on the
same order as the exciton capture time τc (will be shown later), it is
reasonable to assume that the amounts of the fast recombined
excitons and the captured but trapped ones are on the same
order. Therefore, the trap-like defect density in monolayer MoSe2
is estimated to be around 0.5 × 1012/cm2. The value obtained here
is consistent with the reported values in monolayer MoS2 samples:
0.3 × 1012/cm2 from fitting of the transient transmission change
ΔT/T0 for the density of fast carrier-capture defects,17 and 1012/
cm2 from a scanning tunneling microscopy measurement45 for
point defect density.
The magnitudes of the fitted τc shown in Fig. 3b are about

0.8–1.2 ps, which agree well with the result of 600 fs charge
trapping time obtained from a transient photoconductivity
measurement in CVD grown MoS2

22 and a recent theoretical
work predicting that the defect capturing exciton time in TMDs
can range from less than a picosecond to a few picoseconds.24

The τc reveal a step-like increase around the defect-saturation
exciton density (1.04 × 1012/cm2), which confirms the saturable
manner of exciton capture by defects. When the initially excited
exciton density is much lower than the defect density, defect
capturing functions at its full capacity and the capture occurs
quickly. When the initially excited exciton density is close to or
higher than the defect density, defect states become full and the
capture becomes slower.
As mentioned earlier, the decay of the positive signal shown in

Fig. 1b is associated with defects releasing the trapped excitons.
Fig. 4a plots the ΔRMoSe2=R0 signals normalized at positive peaks.
The decay signals can be well fitted by two exponential functions:

ΔR
R0

� �

normalized
¼ A1 exp � t

τ1

� �
þ A2 exp � t

τ2

� �
; (3)

Fig. 3 a Fitting of defect capturing time using Eq. (2), with data measured at exciton density of 4.2 × 1012/cm2 (60 μJ/cm2). b Positive peak
values and the fitted defect capturing time as a function of free exciton density
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where A1,τ1and A2,τ2 represent the amplitudes and decay times of
the fast and slow decay components, respectively. Fig. 4b and c
plot the fitted amplitudes and decays times, respectively, as a
function of initial free exciton density. When the injected exciton
density is higher than 1.04 × 1012/cm2, the defect traps are
saturated, leaving a certain amount of surviving excess excitons.
Thus only the first three data points taken below 1.04 × 1012/cm2

purely reflect the exciton releasing dynamics. This is confirmed by
the fact that these three data points almost overlap after
normalization (Fig. 4a). The average fast and slow decay times
are around 52 and 700 ps, respectively. One possible explanation
is that the fast and slow decay corresponds to the release of holes
and the release of electrons, respectively. Because monolayer
MoSe2 is natively n-doped46 with more intrinsic electrons than
holes, due to the imbalance of electron and hole amounts, it is
easier to release a bound hole from a hole-trapping defect
(equivalent to capturing a free electron by the hole-trapping
defect), than to release a bound electron from an electron-
trapping defect (equivalent to capturing a free hole by the
electron-trapping defect). Amplitudes A1 and A2 in Eq. (3)
represent the proportions of the hole-trapping defect and the
electron-trapping defect47 in the sample, respectively. When the
initially injected exciton density is larger than 1.04 × 1012/cm2, the
A1(fast) decay component becomes smaller with increasing
exciton density (See Fig. 4b). Since population of hole-trapping
defect (A1 component) does not change, the decrease of A1 is an
artificial effect from excess excitons. The excess excitons
contribute a negative decay to the ΔRMoSe2=R0 signal and have a
defected-assisted slow recombination time (tens of picose-
conds)17 comparable to τ1 (the decay time of A1 component),
Therefore, the negative-signed excess excitons compensate the
positive-signed A1 component of trapped exciton, and increasing
of excess excitons gives the apparent decreasing trend of A1
component.
To investigate the effects on defect capturing signature from

substrate, sample thickness, and synthesis method, we have
further measured the exciton/carrier dynamics in three more
samples: CVD grown monolayer MoSe2 transferred onto quartz
substrate, CVD grown ~10-layer MoSe2 on SiO2/Si substrate
(thickness estimated from ΔR/R0 peak signal), and exfoliated 40-
layer MoSe2 on SiO2/Si substrate (Fig. S4), using the same
experimental setup. Fig. 5a and b show the transient ΔR/R0 and
ΔT/T0 signals of CVD grown monolayer MoSe2 on quartz.
Theoretically, ΔR = R−R0 of a thin film on a transparent substrate
is proportional to the change of absorbance ΔA = A−A0 (where A
and A0 are absorbance with and without pump, respectively),20

while ΔT/T0 signal of TMDs on transparent substrate is negatively
proportional to the change of absorbance ΔA.17 Results shown in
Fig. 5a and b have three important implications: i) defect

capturing exciton phenomenon is independent on substrate,
because the same spectroscopic signature of defect capturing
exciton still exist in CVD grown sample on quartz substrate. This
result shows that the trapping defects is an intrinsic property of
the sample but not from substrate effect. ii) The good symmetrical
feature between ΔR/R0 and ΔT/T0 signals agrees with the above
theoretical prediction, confirming that the optical response of an
excited MoSe2 sample probed resonantly is indeed dominated by
the absorption change. iii) The positive (negative) peak of ΔR/R0
(ΔT/T0) starts to decrease (increase) at pump fluence of 42 μJ/cm2

(4.4 × 1012/cm2 injected exciton), from which the trapping
defect density in the transferred sample is estimated to be
around 2.2 × 1012/cm2. This value is a little higher than that in the
un-transferred sample (Fig. 3b), which is attributed to the
additional defects introduced during the transfer process.
Figure 5c shows the pure ΔR/R0 signal of the CVD grown

multilayer MoSe2 on SiO2/Si with the Si contribution removed. The
signature of defect capturing exciton, a first negative peak and
then a quick following positive platform, can still be seen. Using
the transfer matrix method, we calculate the absorbance of the
sample (0.1442), and estimate that 1 μJ/cm2 pump fluence
corresponds to an excited carrier density of 5.8 × 1010/cm2 per
layer (see supplementary information for details). Fig. 5c shows
that the positive peak value of the signals roughly starts to
decrease at pump fluence around 9.6 μJ/cm2, corresponding to an
excited carrier density about 5.6 × 1011/cm2 per layer. This
indicates a trapping defect density of 0.28 × 1012/cm2, on the
same order but a little smaller than the estimated trapping defect
density (0.5 × 1012/cm2) in monolayer CVD MoSe2. Such difference
in defect density between CVD multilayer and monolayer samples
is reasonable, because 1) thicker multilayer sample should have a
better Se atom deposition hence fewer Se vacancy defects, and 2)
thicker sample should have fewer inner defects due to protection
by the top layers. Fig. 5d shows ΔR/R0 of the exfoliated 40-layer
MoSe2 sample on SiO2/Si substrate. Consistent with the literature
results,20, 30, 31 our measured transient signal on exfoliated MoSe2
only shows one-sign (negative) exponential decay, revealing only
carrier recombination through the phase filling effect. The fact
that no sign change is observed in exfoliated MoSe2 indicates that
either the defects in the exfoliated sample can only work as
recombination centers, or the trapping defect amount is much
fewer than that of the CVD sample. Thus far, we found that the
spectroscopic sign-changing signature of defect trapping exciton/
carriers is unique to CVD grown sample.
We have also performed a surface cleaning treatment on the

CVD monolayer sample to remove any possible surface adsor-
bates, after which immediately re-measure the ΔR/R0 signal
(see supplementary information). No change has been observed in
the ΔR/R0 signal after the cleaning, indicating that the sign-

Fig. 4 a Differential reflectivity signal of MoSe2 normalized at positive peaks. The solid curves are fittings using Eq. 3. b The fitted decay
amplitudes and c the fitted decay times vs. free exciton density. The solid lines are guides for the eye
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changing feature of ΔR/R0 is not due to the physical adsorbates
such as gas molecules and particles, which are weakly bonded to
the surface and easy to clean or remove even with femtosecond
laser pulses.48 In order to reveal the nature of the possible
trapping defects, we have performed X-ray Photoelectron Spectro-
scopy (XPS) measurements on the CVD monolayer and exfoliated
multilayer samples (Fig. 6). The measured Mo 3d5/2 (Se 3d5/2) peak
position is at around 228.5 (54) eV, which are consistent with the
literature values.49, 50 Also shown are the Gaussian–Lorentzian
fittings to the 3d peaks. From the area ratio of 3d5/2 peaks, we can
get the composition ratio of Mo:Se: about 1:1.87 in exfoliated
sample and about 1:1.82 in CVD sample. For both samples, the Se:
Mo ratio are less than the nominal value of 2:1, indicating the
presence of a large amount of chalcogen vacancies in both
samples. These results indicate that the Se vacancy may not be the
responsible trapping defect since it appears massively in both
samples. Another remarkable observation is that two peaks
locating at 235.5 and 58.5 eV only appear in the CVD sample,
but not in the exfoliated one. These two peaks are the Mo-oxide
and Se-oxide peaks, respectively.51, 52 The strong oxide peaks are
clear evidence of a rich source of the oxygen-related defects, such
as substitutional oxygen impurity, Mo–O bonds and Se–O bonds,
existing in the CVD sample. The difference in oxygen content
between CVD and exfoliated samples can arise from the CVD
growth process, because during the growth a large number of Se
vacancies and boundary edge sites are present in the sample, and
these vacancies and edge sites, generally, are highly reactive to
the oxygen atoms generated from the MoO3 precursor in the
chamber, so O impurity will form inevitably in the growth
process.53 Considering the fact that O impurity only appears in
CVD sample while Se vacancy can be found in both, and that the
sign change of ΔR/R0 is only observed in CVD sample, we
conclude that the oxygen-associated impurities introduced during

the CVD growth process due to the existence of Se vacancies and
edge sites could play an important role in exciton trapping.
In summary, femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy has been

used to investigate defect capturing and releasing excitons in CVD
grown MoSe2 samples. Ultrafast reflectivity signals of monolayer
MoSe2 show initially negative and then positive peaks, followed by
slow decays. The observed phenomenon is a strong evidence of
mid-gap defect capturing and releasing the excited excitons. The
existence of mid-gap defects and their ability to capture
photoexcited carriers has been confirmed by the PL data. From
the defect filling saturation, the defect density has been estimated
to be around 0.5 × 1012/cm2 in CVD grown monolayer MoSe2. The
experimentally acquired value for exciton capture time, as well as
average fast and slow release times, are about 1, 52, and 700 ps,
respectively. Since MoSe2 is naturally n-doped, the fast and slow
release processes are attributed to the release of holes and
electrons, respectively. The defect capturing and trapping of
excitons presents in all CVD grown samples, regardless of
substrate and sample thickness. Our results unveil the carrier-
trapping role of defects in CVD grown MoSe2, which is very
important to understand the defect-related carrier dynamics in
TMDs and will facilitate the design and application of high-speed
optoelectronics devices based on CVD grown 2D TMDs. XPS
measurements suggest that the oxygen-associated impurities
could serve as the exciton/carrier trappers.

METHODS
Sample synthesis and preparation
Monolayer MoSe2 and the ~10layer-thick MoSe2 were synthesized on a
SiO2 (285 nm)/Si substrate by chemical vapor deposition with MoO3

powder and Diethyl Selenide. Details of the growth process have been
explained in Ref. 54 The monolayer thickness has been confirmed by PL
spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy measurement.54 To study the

Fig. 5 a and b Differential reflection and transmission signals of a CVD grown monolayer MoSe2 on quartz substrate. c Differential reflection
signals of a CVD grown 10-layer MoSe2 on SiO2/Si substrate. d Differential reflection signal of an exfoliated 40-layer MoSe2 on SiO2/Si substrate
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effects of substrates, part of the CVD grown monolayer MoSe2 was
transferred onto a quartz substrate. The ~40 layer-thick MoSe2 was
mechanically exfoliated from bulk material onto a SiO2 (285 nm)/Si
substrate.

Experimental technique
In this work, degenerate femtosecond laser pump-probe technique has
been employed to perform the transient measurements on ultrafast
exciton/carrier dynamics under ambient conditions. Both pump and probe
pulses were generated by a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra
Physics, Tsunami), with 80 MHz repetition rate and 800 nm central
wavelength (resonant with A exciton of monolayer MoSe2, see Fig. 1d).
Both pump and probe beams were focused onto the same spot of the
sample by a lens set, with the spot size about 80 µm in diameter. The
reflected probe beam was collected by a photodetector connected to a
lock-in amplifier. The sample structure and detection geometry are shown
as the inset of Fig. 1a. The pulse width of both pump and probe pulses was
around 100 fs at the sample surface. The polarizations of pump and probe
beams were perpendicular to each other in order to eliminate the coherent
artificial effect. PL measurement was conducted using Renishaw inVia
Micro-Raman spectroscope with a 532 nm laser and a 50 × objective lens,
at room-temperature in air. XPS spectra were acquired using an Omicron
Multiprobe system and monochromatic Al Kα (hν = 1486.7 eV) X-ray
radiation source. The background pressure during measurements were
kept below 3 × 10−10 mbar.

Data availability statement
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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